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APP LAUNCH - Introduction

On app launch the launch screen 
animates in.

User is prompted to login or join. 
Should a user remain logged 
in from previous visit, they are 
redirected to the home page at 
this point.

[Alternative background]



Registration

User is prompted to register their 
name and phone number to gain full 
benefit of the app.

User is sent a One-Time-Pin (OTP) 
to verify that the details entered are 
correct.

Before sign-up, the hamburger Menu 
button is clickable to show what 
features are available, but the content 
is not clickable until registration is 
complete



Registration - USSD User

User is prompted to register their 
name and phone number to gain full 
benefit of the app.

User is recognised as USSD user and 
given a choice to change his team 
or upgrade the alerts and confirm 
his choice. 

User is recognised as USSD user on 
Premium Status and given a choice 
to change his team or cancel the 
alerts.

The user  can select the upgrade optionThe user can swipe through teams 
to select their chosen team. 



Registration - USSD  Cancelation of Alerts

Tapping on the cancel Alerts bring 
the user to the next screen

If the user decides against it and 
presses the back button on their 
device, the operation to cancel 
must be stopped.



Choose a team & Upgrade

The user can swipe through teams 
to select their chosen team. They 
can adjust this at a later point in 
the profiles page

The user is prompted to confirm their 
team choice. 

An upsell to upgrade to full alerts is also 
proposed.

The user select the upgrade option



Home page and navigation

On completion of the Intro/
Registration section the user 
arrives at the Home Page. This 
is an abridged feed from the 
News, Fixtures and Social Media 
feeds. This is also the default 
login page for users who have 
already registered. 

User browses news stories via an 
image carousel. Latest stories appear 
first. Title appears below image. 
Swiping left/right brings in next/
previous story

The chosen team’s next match is 
displayed here

Abridged table feed

Advert Advert Advert



Hamburger Menu Navigation

The navigation is reached via a 
hamburger icon top-left. This 
presents a short list of options.
Tapping on an arrowed element 
reveals the sub category items. 
Tapping on any of them takes 
the user to that page.



PROFILE

Team Icon. Tapping takes user 
to the team page.

Tapping on the arrow brings up 
the user’s profile page



PROFILE - Edit

Team Icon. Tapping takes user 
to the team page.

Tapping on the arrow brings up 
the user’s profile page



PROFILE - Terms & Conditions / Privacy

Clicking on either link a new page
will open open with the relative 
text content.



PROFILE - Cancelation of Basic Alerts

Sliding the Basic Alerts toggle 
bring the user to the next screen



PROFILE - Cancelation of Full Match Alerts

If the user decides against it and 
presses the back button on their 
device, the operation to cancel 
must be stopped.

Tapping on the cancel Alerts bring 
the user to the next screen



PROFILE - Quit Vodacom Soccer

Tapping on the Quit Vodacom 
Soccer bring the user to the next 
screen



ERROR - Messages

User with less than 99c trying to 
upgrade

App unable to “fetch” data 
due to poor/no connection or 
insufficient data/airtime



NEWS

The NEWS landing page features a 
visual overview of the latest news 
articles. Scrolling reveals more arti-
cles/feeds, ordered by date. The user 
can select the different news section 
through the sub menu.

News stories in the app should have 
a share button that allows users to 
share the news story to another 
application.

Advert

Advert

Advert



NEWS - Article Sharing

Users should be able to share news stories to SMS, Facebook, Facebook Messenger, Twitter, Email, WhatsApp, Gmail, Google+, and Message+. Others can be added overtime.
This must be effected through the use of the universal “share” button, 

The resulting post must include the headline of the story, along with a line of copy that promotes the reading of the story by downloading the app.
The URL to download must then be provided.



NEWS - Videos

Users must be able to access a new item in the menu “Video”, which will open up a
gallery view of video content for the user. The gallery must be tailored to the user’s
chosen team (so when landing on the gallery, the user must be see videos
appropriate to the user’s chosen team). Video content must also be searchable.
Video functionality (view, play, pause, fast forward, etc) must be controlled by the
video platform being integrated. The video experience must happen within the
App.



MATCH CENTRE - Fixtures

The Fixtures sub-menu lists all fixtures 
in order of last date added. Users can 
filter between their team’s fixtures and 
PSL fixtures

Advert Advert AdvertAdvert Advert

From the app, the user must be able to select a fixture, or all fixtures for their 
team, and be given the option via to add their team’s fixtures to their
phone’s calendar. When in the calendar, the fixtures have certain presets 
already loaded like an alert before the match kicks off, etc. The calendar item
must automatically include a reminder that pops up on the user’s phone 60
minutes before kick-off.



MATCH CENTRE - Live Scores

Live Scores As part of the live match feed, users should be
able, where available, to connect to the live audio
commentary feed to hear the match /
commentary via their device.

When viewing a team lineup, the team’s actual home colours must be used. For
example, a match between Chiefs & Pirates should have Chiefs in yellow shirts with
black outline, and Pirates with black shirts and white outline.
A match between Celtic and Ajax should have Celtic in green shirts, white outline, 
with Ajax in white shirts, red outline. Other teams must be corrected similarly.

Advert Advert Advert Advert Advert



MATCH CENTRE - Results

The RESULTS listing features all the 
recent results listed in order of the last 
date added. Users can filter between 
their team’s results and cups.

User can click on “Show more results” if 
he wants to see older results.

User Team tab
The latest results are always highlight-
ed in a darker colour.

AdvertAdvert



MATCH CENTRE - Results 

Tapping on a result takes the user to a 
Match Centre page, with an overview-
from the game.

User can navigate through the differ-
ent options in the submenu (stats, 
line up etc.)

Team line-up Option 1 Team line-up Option 2

Advert Advert Advert Advert Advert



MATCH CENTRE - Logs

The LOGS section reveals the latest league 
standings. The selected team is always 
highlighted in the menu. 

Users can browse by Home and Away 
logs. best performing Home games team 
features top. The user’s selected team is 
highligheted

The Away table The Form table

Advert Advert Advert Advert



TEAM

Recent team 
activity

Team Icon. Tapping takes user 
to the team page.

Goes to next fixture 
countdown page

Team’s twitter feed

Log, with Team highlighted



STATISTICS - Team

Chiefs Statistics Example

Clicking on a stat or a player will show extra  
info on that particular item.



STATISTICS - Players

Clicking on a player will show extra 
stats.



STATISTICS - Top 10

Users must be able to navigate to Stats via 
the App, and be able to check the top 10
goalscorers, clean sheets, red cards and 
yellow cards lists for the PSL.

When “TOP 10” is highlighted, the 4 categories available are:

Goalscorers – the top 10 goalscorers in the league
Clean Sheets – the top 10 goalkeepers ranked by
the number of clean sheets they’ve kept
Red Cards – the top 10 accumulators of red cards
Yellow Cards – the top 10 accumulators



SOCIAL - Twitter

Vodacom soccer Tweeter account If the user clicks on a tweet, the app 
should prompt the user to open the 
tweet on Twitter if on the device, or 
otherwise on a mobi-browser post 
login to twitter.com



GAMES - Trivia

Multiple Trivia questions



INVITE A FRIEND

The app must collect the permission to send an invite to their contact list via SMS.
The user must achieve this by clicking on an item in the burger menu “Invite a
Friend”. Once clicked, the app should read the user’s contacts for him/her to
select the contacts to which the SMS should be sent. The user needs to be able to
give permission for this SMS to be sent.



Thank you!


